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Kube by Example expands training curriculum with new learning paths for Kubernetes developers[2]

We see Kubernetes as the foundation for hybrid cloud, and hybrid cloud as the future of IT.
The technology remains among both the most loved and most wanted tools in this year?s
Stack Overflow Developer survey. Given its prevalence and strategic importance, we have
also seen developers seeking out and engaging with Kubernetes-focused training resources
like Kube by Example, an online destination for free Kubernetes-focused tutorials, news and
community interaction.
As the company behind the industry?s leading enterprise Kubernetes platform, Red Hat has
backed Kube by Example and is diligently working to establish it as the premier destination
for developers and operators to sharpen their Kubernetes skills in a hands-on environment.

Celebrating Ada Lovelace with 4 career lessons from women in technology [3]

Ada Lovelace is known as the first computer programmer. Mainly known for her work with
Charles Babbage?s Analytical Engine in the 1800s, she was the first to recognize that the
machine could do more than simple calculation ? that it could follow a set of instructions (a
program) to perform tasks. While Babbage?s computer was never built, Lovelace is credited
with writing up an algorithm to be carried out by such a machine. Now, every year in midOctober, we celebrate women tech pioneers on Ada Lovelace Day.

Igor Seletskiy Steps Down to Assure AlmaLinux Independence - FOSS Force [4]

Today Igor Seletskiy, co-founder and CEO of CloudLinux, announced that he?s stepped down

from his role as chairman of the board at the AlmaLinux Foundation, and is also vacating his
seat on the board of directors.
The foundation, which he started earlier this year, produces AlmaLinux, a drop-in replacement
for Red Hat?s CentOS Linux that Seletskiy announced in December, shortly after Red Hat said
it was moving the Linux distribution from its traditional role as a downstream clone of Red
Hat Enterprise Linux to sit upstream as RHEL?s ?nightly build.?
A replacement was needed because many organizations, including many Fortune 500
enterprises, use CentOS in production as a way to take advantage of RHEL?s stability without
having to pay for support contracts.
Both Seletskiy and the AlmaLinux Foundation are very clear there?s no palace intrigue behind
this move. The new distro?s founder is stepping down not because of some power struggle
within the organization, but because he wants the distro he birthed to have a life of its own as
an independent project.

Why can't I use sudo with rootless Podman? [5]

I was recently asked: Why can't I run rootless Podman containers when I log into a user via
sudo or su? The problem is a bit complex to explain, so I'll start with an example.

Digital transformation: 3 myths the pandemic busted [6]

When the pandemic struck, most organizations had no choice but to accelerate their digital
technology adoption. Many condensed into a matter of months what might otherwise have
been years of consideration, strategizing, and change.
According to a survey by McKinsey, the pandemic sparked a seven-year increase in the rate at
which companies developed digital or digitally enhanced offerings. It accelerated the
digitization of their customer and supply-chain interactions and internal operations by three to
four years.
This shift sparked a new reality for today?s organizations to remain competitive and meet
customers? changing needs. But while enterprises have certainly dedicated more resources to
the process of digital transformation, many misconceptions still remain.
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